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As all students aren’t created equal, libraries need to have the flexibility to 
support and provide resources to fill their unique patrons needs. This is why we 
have partnered with the best in class library solution providers who share the 
same mission of promoting library advocacy, while allowing you to build and 
deliver a true one-size-fits-me library experience.

Benefits of Onlines Services

While all libraries should serve as the hub of school resources, not all libraries 
and patrons are equal!  You understand the needs of your students and patrons 
better than anyone, and Alexandria provides a “One-Size-Fits-Me'' solution.  
Our partnerships with the best-in-class library solution providers, give you the 
freedom to choose which resources are going to serve your students best, 
providing you that “One-Size-Fits-Me" integrated library system!

• Built-in authentication of patrons during 
eBook check-outs

• See and report real-time on which eBooks 
your patrons have checked out

• Minimize errors during inventory season

• Choose the vendors of your choice

• Single source provider and streamlined 
procurement

• Universal Simultaneous Access (U.S.A.) 
ebooks

• Mitinet DirectMARC™ imported MARC 
records

• TeachingBooks™ integrated author resources



ONLINE SERVICES EBOOKS INTEGRATION

ONLINE SERVICES ENHANCEMENTS INTEGRATION

Alexandria proudly partners with most major publishers, making it easier than ever before to add interactive 
eBooks and digital resources to your library collection.

Presto! Your MARC records for your new book 
order has automatically been downloaded!
Alexandria users that order from any of Mitinet’s 
exclusive vendors, can now have their MARC 
records directly imported into their Alexandria 
circulation software.

One-click access to an enriched world of original 
and curated literary resources. 
Alexandria offers an exclusive, ever-growing, and 
vetted collection of instructional materials 
focusing on children's and young adult books and 
authors with TeachingBooks integration.

SUBSCRIPTION


